
Wake boats are a danger to small boats, swimmers, docks, and bluegill reproduction.  Lake 

Auman is just too small and boating density (of all types) will continue to increase.  The number 

of kayaks and paddleboards using the lake has increased significantly over the last two years. 

These are particularly vulnerable to high wakes created by wake boats. 

• The following is an email from a neighbor about a recent experience: “we were in the 

July 4 parade and dropped out for a moment. A wake boat pulled in front of us as we 

were getting back in line and as I was going across the wake the waves were higher than 

I expected. The front of the deck boat dipped into the wave and part of the wave came 

into the boat.” 

•  “Last year I was swimming in Lake Auman and looked under my dock and noticed that I 

was missing one 2 x 10 x 12 board and another board was hanging on by a nail. I hired a 

contractor who made the necessary repairs and billed me $250.00.  I am also very 

concerned that while sitting on my dock I observed the white cap waves which were 

created by these boats were crashing into the dock and over the bulkhead.  I think the 

boat owners either don’t care or unaware of the damage these waves can cause.  I am 

also concerned with the damage these waves can cause when trying to launch my 

pontoon boat off the lift.  I would prefer that these boats be banned from Lake Auman... 

“ 

•  I won’t let my young granddaughter go sailing on weekends when wake boats are most 

active because it is potentially too dangerous for her in a small sailboat.   

• The fact that we do not allow jet skis or jet boats has been a positive selling factor 

making real estate more desirable in Seven Lakes West.   Adding wake boats to that list 

of banned nuisances will only increase that desirability (hence real estate values) to the 

vast majority of people who consider buying here.   

• Because wake boats are confined to the ski area but travel only half the speed of the ski 

and tube traffic there is some degree of constant danger from boats closing from the rear 

and slamming into huge waves if they try to pass.  If a surfer goes down in front of a fast 

approaching ski boat he could be unseen and get run over before his wake boat gets back 

to him.   Boats are not confined to a narrow lane like cars on a highway, but many of the 

power boat operators are inexperienced, careless, inattentive, perhaps under the influence 

and thus a danger to themselves and others.    

• Bluegill reproduction:  The wave lengths of wind generated waves have been measured at 

a maximum of 15 ft. on Lake Auman.  The wave lengths of wake boat generated waves 

have not been measured directly but wavelengths are reported to be 10 times (or more) 

greater than wave height, giving them a length of 46 ft or more. Waves agitate water 

down to a depth of ½ their wavelength.   Thus while storm waves can disturb bottom 



sediments down to a depth of only 7.5 ft., wake boat waves can disturb down to 23 ft.   

Bass spawn in water temps of 55-65 degrees.  Bass spawn early when water is still too 

cold for water contact sports.  Bluegills, however, spawn at depths of 5-10 ft. in Lake 

Auman in water temps of 65 to 80 degrees, which is well into the summer boating 

season.   Because wave action from a wake boat extends deeper than from wind waves 

they will cause more silting on bluegill nests, suffocating the eggs and limiting the 

annual reproduction.   We buy and restock bluegills almost every year because we don’t 

have enough natural bluegill reproduction to support the food needs of the bass 

population.  To some degree wake boats disrupt our ecosystem balance by interfering 

with bluegill reproduction.  

• Larry Meddock, Chairman of the Water Sports Industry Association in Orlando, in a 

recent conversation with one SLWLA member, pointed out that bulkheaded lakes 

multiply the effects of wakes by reflecting waves back out into the lake.  He also pointed 

out that wakes from two or more boats can sometimes merge to produce even higher 

waves.  On the ocean, storm waves sometimes do this naturally to produce huge rogue 

waves and have produced devastating results.   He offered 4 ways to deal with this 

problem.  1) Plant eel grass at the bulkhead or 2) making barriers of discarded 

automobile tires to help dissipate waves.  We do not think we want to introduce any 

additional aquatic vegetation into the lake and certainly not add toxic rubber trash.   3) 

Restrict wake boats to the center of the lake.  That would give some protection to 

shoreline properties but produce an area of greater danger to small boats and other wake 

boats.  4) Ban the wake boats outright.       

• Longer wavelengths from wake boats would also increase bulkhead underwash effect 

because of increased time to transit under bulkhead. Most recently, the Pine Island 

bulkhead required significant repair for bulkhead that was washed out both above and 

below the wall.  Multiple lakeside homeowners are experiencing the same impact on 

their bulkheads.  

• A homeowner has had to replace/repair parts of his bulkhead twice in the last 3 years, 

which never needed a repair in the prior 25 years. 

• Beach sand for a children’s beach forced by wake over 30 feet into the cove. 

• An overturned kayak slamming the paddler into a boat lift, resulting in a face laceration. 

• Wake washing over the bulkhead and breaking sprinkler system lines, requiring repair.  

• Multiple incidents of children knocked over by wakes while swimming and/or playing 

along the shoreline.  



• A wake boat wake nearly threw a resident into a dock, causing a panic attack. As a result, 

all his fine motor muscles to stop working properly, and it felt like “[he] was like a 

puppet whose strings were being pulled in every direction. It took a couple of friends to 

steady [him] for a few minutes before he] could get upright, and not be in fear of 

collapsing.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

   


